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A CLASS OF SCHUR ALGEBRAS

BY

M. BRENDER

Abstract. This paper delineates a class of Schur algebras over a finite

group G, parametrized by two subgroups K <j H c G. The constructed

Schur algebra C[G]" is maximal for the two properties (a) centralizing the

elements of H, and (b) containing the elements of AT in the identity. Most

commonly considered examples of Schur algebras fall into this class.

A complete set of characters of C[G]" is given in terms of the spherical

functions on the group G with respect to the subgroup H. Necessary and

sufficient conditions are given for this Schur algebra to be commutative, in

terms of a condition on restriction multiplicities of characters. This leads to

a second-orthogonality-type relation among a subset of the spherical

functions. Finally, as an application, a particular Schur algebra of this class

is analyzed, and shown to be a direct sum of centralizer rings.

1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to delineate a particular class

of Schur algebras inside C[G], where G is a finite group and C is the complex

field. The algebras are parametrized by two subgroups of G, one normal

inside the other. For various choices of the subgroups, the Schur algebras in

question become ones that have been studied by various authors. It is hoped

that this work will unify diverse results and point toward further clarification.

In this section we quote the relevant definitions, results, and notation to be

used.

We take as the definition of Schur ring that given by Tamaschke [5]:

T c Z[G] is called a Schur ring over G if:

(1) T is a ring (not necessarily with unit), and

(2) T has a Z-basis {t,.ts) where each t, is a simple sum of elements

of the finite group G, so that t, = 2geT g where the subsets Ti c G satisfy

the following:

(a) 7] n Tj =0ifi^j,

(b) U, T¡ = G, and

(c) For each i, (T¡)~x = T¿ for some j.

We call the subsets T¡ the T-classes, and number them so that 1 E 7,.

If T is a Schur ring, the associated Schur algebra CT is the subalgebra of

C[G] spanned by {t,,..., ts). CT may be viewed as the set of elements of
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C[G] whose coefficients are constant along each of the subsets T¡. These

algebras were studied by Wielandt [7], [8], although he calls them 5-rings. In

[7] he proves that t,/ Tx is the unit element of C7 and in an oft-cited footnote

(p. 386) that C7 is a semisimple algebra.

Examples of Schur algebras include the following:

(1) The group algebra C[G] itself.

(2) The center C[G]G of the group algebra, for which the partition of G is

into conjugacy classes.

(3) The centralizer in C[G] of a subgroup H, denoted CfG]^. Here the

7-classes are the 77-conjugacy classes of G. This algebra has been studied by

Travis [6] and Karlof [2].

(4) The double coset algebra C[77 \ G/77] for which G is partitioned into

its 77-77 double cosets. This algebra was considered by Tamaschke [4], and

Karlof [3] has shown that every 77-class Schur algebra is isomorphic to a

particular double coset Schur algebra.

The class of Schur algebras defined in §2 includes these examples as special

cases. We employ the following notations and results.

G will be any finite group, and 77 any subgroup. Let G and H be the sets of

complex irreducible characters of G and H respectively. For x E G and

\p G H, let c^ be the multiplicity with which \p is contained in the restriction

of x to 77, and let/x and/^, be the degrees of x and \p.

Given x £ G and >// E 77, Travis has defined the associated spherical

function on G by

<Px*U) = 7777   2   x(gh)Hh-1)
\n\ heft

and has shown that these spherical functions have the following properties:

(1) rp^ is constant along 77-conjugacy classes of G, and is a nonzero

function if and only if c^ =£ 0.

(2) (<p^, <px^)g = \g\-'2geccp^(g)<Prt-(g) = sxx-Swcx*/fxfr

(3) The nonzero <p^'s are consequently linearly independent.

(4) «P^l// = c^/fr
If we extend cp^ linearly to all of C[G], and then restrict to C[G]H, we can

view (p^ as a function on C[G]H. We now quote:

Theorem 1.1 (Travis). The set {«p^lc^, ^ 0} is a complete set of irreducible

complex characters of the semisimple algebra C[G]H.

It will be convenient to have the following lemma set down, although it is

certainly well known in the folklore. I would like to thank Pat Gallagher for

his suggestion to state certain of the claims in the language of ideals.
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Lemma 1.2. Let I ^ 0 be a two sided ideal of a semisimple algebra A. Then

each irreducible character of A on restriction to I either vanishes or gives an

irreducible character of I. Moreover, no two irreducible characters of A restrict

to the same irreducible character of I, and all irreducible characters of I arise by

restricting some character of A.

Proof. This lemma is similar to Theorem 1.1 of [1] and can be proved

using similar arguments. We prefer, however, to consider regular repre-

sentations.

Let A = 0y=] 7?, be the decomposition of A into simple components,

where each 7?, is the sum of all minimal left ideals upon which A acts by left

multiplication with irreducible character Xi- ^ I = ex + • • ■ +es is the

decomposition of 1 into orthogonal central idempotents then 7 = © *_, e¡Ie¡.

By simplicity, each e¡Ie¡ is either 0 or all of R¡. Hence 7 = © ieJ R¡ for a

particular subset J G [l, . . ■ , s}.

On each submodule R¡, A acts with character f¡x¡ where f¡ is the degree of

X,-. Now restrict the operators to 7. If i & J, I annihilates 7?, and sof¡x¡\¡ = 0.

If i E J, I contains the full ring of endomorphisms of each minimal ideal

L c Rj and so_£x|/ 1S stiH the sum of f¡ irreducible representations. Hence if

Xi|/ does not vanish, it is irreducible.

Now suppose neither x, nor Xj vanishes on 7, with / =£ j. Then since e¡

annihilates R¿, we have Xj(ei) = 0 but Xj(e,) = dim(L,) for any minimal left

ideal L, c R¡. Hence x, and Xj differ on 7.

For the last claim, start with any irreducible character x of 7. Then x must

be afforded by some minimal left ideal L c 7. By minimality, L c R¡ for

some /' E J. But then x = X on 7.    ■

2. The Schur algebras C[G]^. Let H g G be finite groups, and let K < 77.

Denote by 77/Tí the characters of 77 whose kernels contain K.

Proposition 2.1. K XI H acts on G via (k, h)g = khgh~x. The number of

orbits is

<peH/K

Proof. That we have a group action is immediately verified from the group

law in K X 77. Since \pG = 2xe¿ c^x, the two formulae are clearly equal. It

remains to show that they count the orbits. Begin by noting that by Frobenius

reciprocity, the first of the two equals
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2   {*g\hA)h=   2    r^r   2 fW(r')

=    E      -^    2   Ïighg-Wh-1)
tP<EH/~K    \H\       h(EH

where «// is defined to equal xp on 77 and vanish off 77. Using the multi-

plication formula for characters, we rewrite the last sum as

2.     T~      2     /^(gÄg-'M-'A-').
<peH/K    \n\     X,h£H

Reversing the order of summation, we have

-^   2      2. *+(*te-1*A-,*-,)-T¿p Sí*:*)
|-"|     A,Ae/7 vpe/v/A- |-«|

«ec

where the last sum is taken over all triples (X, h, g) in 77 X 77 X G such that

ghg~lXh~xX~x E K. Introducing a new summation variable k E K, we

rewrite the sum as (|77|2|7C|)_121 in which we now sum over all quadruples

(k, X, h, g) in K x 77 x 77 X G such that ghg~xXh~xX~x = ac. Since this is

equivalent to (gX~x)(XhX~x)(gX~x)~x(XhX~x) = k, we make the changes of

variables g for gX~x and h for XhX~x, and sum over quadruples satisfying

ghg ~lh~x = /c. Hence our sum is simply

2l = 777T^   21
\H\2\K\   ~ |Ä||tf|

where the sum on the L77S is over all quadruples (k, A, h, g) such that

g = A:/ig/! " ' and the sum on the RHS is over pairs (k, h) E K X 77, g E G,

(/c, /i)g = g, which gives the number of orbits by the Burnside orbit formula.

■

If two elements g and g' of G are in the same orbit under K X 77 we will

write g ~ g' and we will use (g) to denote the orbit containing g. Choose a

complete set of orbit representatives { g, = I, g2, . . . , gs) so that as a set G is

the disjoint union Ui=i(g,).

The following observations follow immediately from the action of K X 77

on G: (g,) = (1) = 7<; k(gi) = (g,) for any k E K; and Mg,)*-1 = (&) for

any h E 77. Hence each orbit ( g,) is a union of right cosets of K in G, and at

the same time, a union of 77-conjugacy classes in G. Moreover, given any

partition G = \J'J=X Sj (disjoint) with the property that each Sj is invariant

under left multiplication by each element of K, and also under conjugation by

each element of 77, it is clear that each Sj is a union of some of the orbits (g¡).

For each /' = 1, .. ., s define t, = 2ge(g) g. Translating the above remarks

to the group algebra yields the following:
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Lemma 2.2. For all i, all k E K, all h E 77 we have kr¡ = hr¡h ~ ' = r¡. If

x E C[G] satisfies kx = x for all k E K and hxh ~ ' = x for all h E 77, then x

is a linear combination of the r¡'s.    ■

Proposition 2.3. The subset T of Z[G] spanned by the r¡'s is a Schur ring.

The corresponding Schur algebra CT satisfies the following two properties:

(a) C T centralizes the elements of 77.

(b) The elements of K all appear in the identity element of CT.

Moreover, every Schur algebra over G satisfying (a) and (b) above is a Schur

subalgebra of CT.

Proof. Clearly 7 is a Z-module. To show 7 is a ring we show t,t, E 7 for

all i and j. Note that for any k E K and any h E 77, k(T¡Tj) = (/cT,)Ty = t,t,

and hT¡jjh~x = hT¡h~xhTjh~x = t,t- and so by Lemma 2.2, t,t, is a linear

combination of the t's. Since the coefficients must obviously be integers,

T¡Tj E T. For the first claim, it only remains to show that for each /',

(g,)_I = (gj) for some/ Since it is easily shown that g — g' if and only if

g~x —g'~', the claim is proved.

That C 7 satisfies (a) follows immediately from Lemma 2.2, and (b) is clear

since the identity element of C7 is tx/K. Lastly, suppose CS is a Schur

algebra over G satisfying (a) and (b), with simple basis elements ox, . . . , a,.

Wielandt shows [7] that the elements appearing in a, form a subgroup, and

that the identity element of CS is just ax divided by a scalar. This together

with assumption (b) guarantees that if x E CS, kx = x for each k E K. By

assumption (a), we have hxh~x = x for each h G 77. Hence by the lemma,

x E CT.   m

The Schur algebra C7 of the proposition will be denoted C[G]^, and is the

object of this paper. We begin by stating

Proposition 2.4. Let K' c K be two normal subgroups of H. Then C[G]" is

a two-sided ideal of C[G]^..

Proof. Since C[G]" centralizes 77, and since the elements of K' all appear

in the identity of C[G]", by the last part of Proposition 2.3, C[G]" is a

subalgebra of C[G]",.

Let t,, ..., t, be the simple basis elements of C[G]" and ax, . . . ,a, those

of C[G]".. To complete the proof, it will suffice to show that r¡p} and OjT¡

always lie in C[G]^. This is easily done using the second part of Lemma 2.2.

■

In particular, for any K <¡ 77, we have that C[G]^ is a two-sided ideal of

CIG]". Since C[G]f = C[G]H we are now in a position to apply Travis'

results on the irreducible representations of C[G]H to determine the irre-

ducible characters of C[G]HK.
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3. The characters of C[G]". To obtain a complete set of characters of

C[G]", we can, in the light of Lemma 1.2, Proposition 2.4, and Travis'

description of the characters of C[G]H, simply restrict the spherical functions

•Px* to C[G]HK.

Proposition 3.1. If xp G H/K, then <p^(g) = ^((/c, h)g) for all (k, h) E

K X 77, and all g E G.

Proof, ^((k, h)g) = y^khgh'x) = ^(gh'^h) since all the spherical

functions are constant along 77-conjugacy classes. Hence

**((*• A)*) = TlJi   2   x(gr)Hr-xh~xkh).
\n\   r£H

Letting 7? be a representation of 77 affording \p, we have

JJTT   2   x(gr)Tr(R(r-x)R(h-xkh)) = jj-   £   xUM'"1)
I" I   re/7 l-"l   r£H

which is just rp^Xg). Hence each such rp^ assumes constant values along

7-classes.    ■

Proposition 3.2. The set {y^ip E 77/7C, c^ J= 0}, viewed as a set of

functions on C[G]^, gives a complete set of irreducible characters.

Proof. By the preceding proposition, these spherical functions do not

vanish on restriction to C[G]^. By Lemma 1.2, we therefore have a set of

distinct irreducible characters. Since the identity of C[G]^ is tx/K, the

dimension of the representation space affording any of these (p^ is

^(rx/\K\) = (l/|tf|)|tf|^(l) = €#.

By  Proposition 2.1   we have that the dimension over C of C[G]^ is

Since the sum of the squares of the degrees of all irreducible repre-

sentations of any semisimple algebra is the dimension of the algebra, we must

already have them all.   ■

Corollary 3.3. If xp E h/k, then «p^ vanishes on C[G]".

Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 1.2.   ■

4. Multiplicity-free cases. The subgroup 77 c G has been called multi-

plicity-free if for all x E G and xp E 77, c^ = 0 or 1. We define the following,

less restrictive property: If K <¡ 77, we call H G G multiplicity-free on K if

for all x e G, and for all xp G H/K, c^ = 0 or 1. It is obvious that if

7C c K, with K ' and K both normal in 77, that H G G multiplicity-free on

K ' implies H G G multiplicity-free on K.

It has been shown [6] that C[G]H is commutative if and only if 77 c G is
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multiplicity-free, and that under these circumstances, the «p^'s span all the

77-class functions on G. We now generalize these results by examining the

conditions under which C[G]^ is commutative.

Proposition 4.1. The following conditions are equivalent:

(a) C[G]^ is a commutative Schur algebra.

(b) 77 c G is multiplicity-free on K.

(c) The set {rp^l xp G H/K) spans the space of all T-class functions.

Proof. Any semisimple algebra is commutative if and only if all its

irreducible representations have degree 1. Since the degrees of the irreducible

representations here are the c^, we have the equivalence of (a) and (b).

As with any function on G, rp^ may be seen as an element of C[G] by

taking rp^ = 2gfpjri,(g)g. By Proposition 3.1 the elements rp^ with xp G

H/K lie inside C[G]^. Viewing C[G]" as a vector subspace of C[G], we have

that the vectors in B = {fp^l 4> G H/K) are linearly independent and so

form a basis for a subspace S of C[G]". But

dimC[G]"=    2    (c^f>    2      l=dimS
<ii&H/~K ypeHfK

xec xeG

with equality if and only if (b) holds.

But we will have equality if and only if S is all of C[G]^, hence the

equivalence of (b) and (c).    ■

The original basis for the space C[G]" was the set of t, (the characteristic

functions on the 7-classes). We can now give the matrices of transformation

between these two bases:

Proposition 4.2. If H g G is multiplicity-free on K, we have

<Px^ = 2 a^ßt   and   t¡ =    2     ¿WÏW

where

xeG

fxU
ax*,i - ]^[ K>x*(T.)    and   hx* = -\g\   9**(t,) •

Proof. Since y^^) = Klcp^g) for each g E (g,) the value for a^- is

clear.

Taking the dot product of the second sum with <pX|liv we have

r h

\ri' Vxrti'G ''.Xi^,    f     f f    f
-,Xl-/>/'i -'Xl -'•Ai
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and so

*«'.xi*i      f^Ux \n\     ^     VxdÁ%)|Lr|   «£(«■)

and the result follows.    ■

It should be noted that according to the second part of the proposition,

^e/y/A'

Adding up the coefficients of each g E (g) on either side leads to

tyW-    2      ^j1  ^('■/Í^ÍTy)
^ E ///A-

xec

or

JG|       2        "j^f   MTi)M'>) = Sy
4>&h/k

xec

which is a second-orthogonality relation among the spherical functions with

ip E H/K, under the assumption that H G G is multiplicity-free on K.

5. Applications. Each of the examples of Schur algebras mentioned in §1 is

realized with the proper choice of K and 77.

(1)C[G] = C[G]1,
(2) C[Gf = qrj]f,
(3)C[G]" = C[G]f,
(4) The double coset algebra C[77 \ G/77] is simply C[G]^. By Proposition

2.1 we have that the number of 77 \ G/77 double cosets is (1%, 1%)G- The

characters of C[77 \ G/77] are the so-called zonal spherical functions, those

of form <pxl.

For another example, choose K to be 77', the commutator subgroup of 77.

Then 77/77' is simply the set of one-dimensional characters of 77. By

Proposition 3.2, the characters of C[G]HH. are the rp^ satisfying^, = 1.

Curtis and Fossum [1] consider the following situation: They start with tj, a

linear character of 77, and the primitive idempotent e = |77|_1 "ZheH -q(h~x)h

in C[77] that generates the minimal ideal affording n (actually they work over

a general splitting field, but C will serve our purpose). They then study the

structure of the centralizer ring eC[G]e. For the various linear characters

tj E 77/77' the relationship between eC[G]e and C[G]^- is given by
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Proposition 5.1. The ring eC[G]e is a two-sided ideal o/C[G]„.. Moreover,

if we write C[G]#. = 2li,e///fr/.2x 7?^ where R^ is the simple component

corresponding to the character rp^, then eC[G]e = 2XRW.

Proof. Since tj is linear, for any h G 77, he = eh = -q(h)e. If a G C[G], it

follows then that keae = -q(k)eae = eae and heaeh~x = i\(h)eocr\(h~x)e =

eae for every choice of h G H and k E H'. Hence by Lemma 2.2, eC[G]e is

contained in C[G]#..

Since C[G]HH, G C[G]H, to show eC[G]e is a left ideal of C[G]HH. it will

suffice to show that beC[G]e c eC[G]e for each simple basis element b of

C[G]H. Hence it will suffice to show (2Ae// hgh~x)eae c eC[G]e for all

a E C[G] and any g E G. We have

2   hgh~xeae =  2   hq(h~x)r¡(h)gh~xeae
heH htsH

=  2   v(h-l)hgr,(h)h-xeae.
heH

Since r¡(h)h ~ xe = e this is

2   r¡(h~x)hgeae = \H\egeae G eC[G]e.
h£H

Arguing symmetrically on the right yields that eC[G]e is a two-sided ideal

ofC[GfH,.
Now take any character of C[G]^., i.e. choose any rp^ with/^ = 1. As the

proof of Lemma 1.1 shows, the simple component R^ of C[G]^. associated

with rp^ is or is not a summand of eC[G]e according as rp^ does not or does

vanish on eC[G]e\ But

*x*(e) = JW\   2   V(h~x)<p^(h)

and so the various q>^ do not vanish on eC[G]e\ Further, if xp =£ tj, «P^ie) =

0. Since e is the unit of eC[G]e, it follows that these rp^ vanish on eC[G]e

and the claim is proved.   ■
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